
Save time, cost and risk in fulfilling your player protection obligations

What is Playervis?
Playervis is a unique web-based application 
which saves operators time, money and risk by 
making safer gaming teams more effective.

Playervis is trusted by operators based in the 
UK and EU.

The softwaThe software has been designed from scratch 
to relieve pressure on compliance 
professionals working to keep customers safe.

The design has been derived from discussions 
with operators and also the latest guidance on 
player safety from the UK Gambling 
Commission.

Integration with existing systemsIntegration with existing systems
Playervis has been designed from scratch to be 
easy to integrate with operators’ existing 
systems.

 Standard APIs are used to import and       
      export data in a timely fashion.

 Playervis is based on summary data, so      
    there is no excessive overhead on data      
  transfer.

 Key data, such as triggers, can be imported    
  instantly via the API.
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Key Benefits

 Customer protection is increased because the  
  safer gaming team can carefully monitor     
  interactions and understand where        
  interventions are effective;

 Management can be confident that the safer   
  gaming team is following regulatory best     
  practice for monitoring and promoting      
  customers’ wellbeing;
 Team leaders can use a single application to   
  track triggers, interactions and how player    
  behaviour changes over time;

 Team members will be free from having to use  
  multiple systems, and can concentrate on    

  their vital duties in protecting customers;

 The team can collaborate easily – no more    
  spreadsheet tracking, or logging into       
  multiple systems;
 Compliance professionals can monitor how    
  behaviour changes over time, to determine if   
  interventions and interactions led to a change  
  in behaviour;
 Operators can demonstrate that Playervis is   
  helping to fulfil their player protection       
  obligations;  

Application Overview
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How does Playervis work?
PlPlayervis is designed to be a hub for all of the 
operator’s responsible gaming activity.  This 
means that it becomes easier for compliance 
staff to monitor communications with 
customers, and to understand whether 
interactions are effective.

PlPlayer data is fed into Playervis at regular 
intervals.  This data can include summaries of 
bet activity, account deposits, withdrawals, and 
interactions between the customer and the 
operator.  

Playervis collates all this data and makes it 
easy for the team to view and organise.

TTeams can respond to triggers, and set up 
tasks for future action.  

All activity is recorded so that evidence of 
activity can be provided to regulatory bodies.

Operators can define custom markers of harm, 
and these can be used to build a customer risk 
profile.

Peace of Mind

Playervis has been designed to ensure that all 

bases are covered with respect to the official 

guidelines on player interaction from the UK 

Gambling Commission. This includes:

 Retaining evidence - All player interactions are  
  recorded in one place – if the regulator      
  requires evidence of interactions, then they    
  can be produced with one click;

 Audit trails - A detailed audit log is retained    
  for full accountability, so that it is clear what   

  actions were taken, when they were taken and  

  why;

 Remaining compliant - Existing systems can   

  call out to Playervis to ensure that customer   

  outreach remains compliant.  For example,    

  Playervis can instantly report as to whether a  

  customer has self-excluded, and therefore    

  must not receive marketing material.
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"Player Protection must be embedded 
in the DNA of your operations"
UK Gambling Commission
Compliance Webinar, May 2019
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Core Features

 Easy Integration – Playervis has been 
designed to make it easy to import from other 
systems.  Exports from Playervis are also 
supported.

 Dashboards – Playervis displays intuitive 
dashboards in order to understand behaviour at 
both an organisation and player level.

 Visibility – Player behaviour is clearly 
summarised using dynamic charts.  
Timeframes can be adjusted for full visibility.

 Watchlists – Assign customers to specific 
watchlists in order to ensure they are 
monitored successfully.

 Tasks – Set specific tasks for team 
members, for example, follow-up on player 
behaviour after one week.

Player Activity Overview Screen
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 Triggers – Player safety triggers can be 
imported from existing systems.

 Audit logs – All activity is logged and stored 
internally for full visibility of activity 
undertaken to promote player safety.

 Interactions – Record all interactions with a 
player from within Playervis. Additionally, 
interactions can be imported / exported for 
integration with other systems.

 Reports – Playervis makes it easy to view a 
summary of player behaviour and all your 
interactions with them. 

 Evaluate – Playervis has been designed to 
allow safer gaming teams to evaluate the 
effectiveness of their interactions.
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About Playervis

Playervis was developed after many interviews 

with compliance professionals.  

The purpose of the application is The purpose of the application is to reduce 

pressure on safer gaming teams, who are 

under heavy workloads and subject to an 

increasingly stringent regulatory environment.

PlPlayervis is short for “Player Visibility”.  It has 

been developed by UK based Bellaport Systems 

Ltd, and led by Matt Hegarty.  Matt has worked 

in software development for 20 years, which 

included 6 years with bet365.
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If you would like to talk further about any 
aspect of Playervis, please get in touch.

+44 (0)7754 410524
matt@playervis.com
www.playervis.com

Matt Hegarty
Founder & CEO
Playervis
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